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Abstract

Personalized learning is increasingly gaining popularity, especially with the development of information technology and modern educational resources for learning. Each person is individual and has different knowledge background, different kind of memory, different learning speed. Teacher can adapt learning course, learning instructions or learning material according to the majority of learners in class, but that means that learning process is not adapted to the personality of each individual learner. That is why it is important to have smart educational process based on personal learning capabilities. This paper presents a literature survey on different learning systems which detects learning progress and based on that a model of smart educational system which use knowledge engineering and Watson technology is proposed. This system is relevant both for basic education and for adult education.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Development of information technologies has quickly changed approach to learning and education, with the emergence of more mobile technologies and faster computers. A myriad of methods to deliver these educational innovations has emerged. For instance, with children educational process could be presented in a game format, or more social platform.

Developing e-learning has become more popular due to several benefits tied to it, such as: mobility and possibilities to customize user navigation [1], [2]. Modern methods of learning with the help of computers have tightly entered the educational process, from pre-school education to retraining. Generally the learning topics are presented in logical chain, moving from topic to topic. The process of enhancing the level of learning, in a company for instance, requires paying attention to the personal needs of the employees.

The problem of innovative teaching methods lies in their wide applicability due to the advantages mentioned above, but at the same time there are significant drawback – it is the passage to a new level with a specific threshold. When a person collects certain percentage of correct answers, he or she can proceed to the next level, not taking into account that part of the tasks were not performed or were performed incorrectly. This is an important issue, because most topics are interconnected and “gaps” in the learner’s knowledge should be avoided.

Also, an important issue is related to adult learning, when it is not necessary to start learning some topic from the scratch, but when person already has knowledge background in specific field and just needs to improve his knowledge in specific topic related to his background. This is especially significant for those people who need to learn more content and improve their qualification to be more competitive. Unfortunately, not many learning platforms take into account learner’s background while suggesting some material for additional learning and because of that learner has to spend more time for searching relevant material.

To solve these issues, we surveyed papers on existing learning systems to see how they deal with learner progress assessment. Based on our findings we designed our education support system. This system aims to make the process of learning more personalized taking into account assimilability of the content and existing knowledge background. Setting the threshold value of 100% is not a solution, however since the user might also lose interest, if the system is too demanding. Tracking the user’s progress and general level of understanding is more important than superfluous obstacles.
2 BACKGROUND

A literature survey on e-learning was conducted to see how different systems detect users learning progress. 36 papers in total were accepted as part of our survey, which discuss: tutoring, learning or e-learning systems. Due to the fast pace of advancement of technological concepts and methods we would only accept papers that were published in 2010 or after. Google Scholar, ACM library and IEEE Xplorer were used to search for the publications.

Our core focus was on the handling of learning process and especially how the systems ensure that users understood the learning topic. Another point of interest was on how the system reacts to any detected learning difficulty. Out of the 36 papers discussing learning systems, 13 had no detection for possible difficulties that the user might be having. The remaining 23 systems approach to learning detection varied somewhat, but could be roughly labelled within two distinct types: By testing and user behaviour analysing.

The systems that used testing were labelled to three sub groups: loop, feedback and other. Systems that use loop commonly had either periodic quiz, or a larger questionnaire at the end of a learning topic and depending on the user's results the system would not proceed further before user learning level was at a satisfactory level. In total we labelled eight systems within the loop sub category. Depending on the user's answers the loop-test systems reacted in slightly varying ways, by either presenting more material [3], [4], [5] or simply show the same materials and not show any new materials before the system is satisfied that the user has reached a satisfactory learning level [6], [7], [8]. With two systems the systems would either return to the topic at later point [9] or only suggest the user to sticking with the current topic, but not enforcing it [10].

Learning systems labelled under the sub group "feedback", essentially these systems also have questionnaires that the user must complete in order to proceed further, but the system will only show results of the questionnaire before moving further. Only one learning system also presented links for additional learning material depending the user's results [11]. Only one learning system used the test results to modify internal features that in turn affect future quizzes [12].

Last sub group was simply labelled as other as they were slightly too varied to be placed under either loop or feedback. In the following Table 1 we show the evaluated learning systems.

The group labelled as “By analysis” simply put, utilize user behaviour and other various methods to try and deduce the level of knowledge by the user. These systems have essentially no testing of the user, however they do have profiles created that two of the systems updated by prompting for the user to give feedback at the end of a cycle [13], [14]

The remaining 13 surveyed systems had no learning level detection with one exception. One system essentially had no internal analysis of the learner’s level of knowledge, but instead the system had the users assess and each other [15].

Table 1. List of surveyed papers on learning systems and what type of methods they use to detect user learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>By test</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loop (8)</td>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feedback (6)</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other (4)</td>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>By analysis (4)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No detection (14)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 SMART EDUCATIONAL PROCESS

In this section we argue that there is a need for system which supports smart educational process based on personal learning capabilities. This process is important for both, basic education and adult education. Proposed method is taking into account person’s knowledge background and rate of material compatibility.

3.1 Basic education process

For basic education – preschool, primary, secondary and higher – a person is usually expected at first to learn the education material given and then perform a certain set of tasks. The topics for study are sequential, from simple to more complex ones, which, in turn, can be based on several previous ones.

Unfortunately, majority of schools do not have time to ensure that all students have fully understood the underlying education materials during an ongoing course that form the crucial base for more advanced, but related topics. Thus there is a strong likelihood that students will form knowledge gaps that will only accumulate as the course progresses. At its worst this can lead to a student unable to proceed forward in the course and is thus forced to retake it.

The tasks (assignments) after the study of the material are presented in the form of a straight line. When a student solves several problems in a row correctly (assuming 10 tasks), this indicates that the student has thoroughly understood the topic and can proceed to next topic. If a student makes a mistake somewhere and answers incorrectly from the task cycle, then this test is followed by additional testing and the student cannot proceed to the next topic. An error is an incorrect answer or a long response rate (presumably, this time is spent searching information in external sources). Then, for this topic, and what is related to it, an additional set of tasks is given, which allows learner to fix the material that is not learned well enough. The student is again invited to solve the problem until he answers specific percentage of right answers correctly.

We introduce three amounts, which could be changed:

- 1) $k$ – fixed amount of tasks;
- 2) $l = k - \%k$ – means how many mistakes person can make in $k$;
- 3) $m$ – amount which experts put for correlation of true answers to false answers;
- $N_{true}$ – amount of correct answers;
- $N_{false}$ – amount of incorrect answers.

If this equation is correct, learner can move to the next level:

$$l \geq \frac{N_{true} \times k}{N_{false}}$$

The more mistakes a learner makes – the more time is spent by the learner on solving assignments and reading additional material until next level.

This approach allows for more dynamic learning and also minimizes the forming of any knowledge gaps. This approach also makes it easier for the system to deduct what specific topic the learner might be struggling with and when they are outside their zone of comfortable learning speed.

Each task should have its own weight (complexity). And complexity could be the sum of topics in the tasks (the weight of the tasks should be set by the experts or teachers). The severity of tasks correlates with the speed of the learner. If a person is slow to answer (by an average formed from all learners) this could indicate that one or more previous topics have not been mastered fully.

When a learner is stuck or makes mistakes, it is necessary to give them the proper guidance to help them. And if something is not clear from the explanation, then the person should have the ability to allocate a certain part of the material, which is incomprehensible to him and to receive a further explanation.

If a person quickly and successfully copes with the tasks, then the rate of learning should be optimized for the individual. For an adept learner this can be achieved with fewer assignments that are more complex that utilize several topics at once. It is not difficult for some students to quickly solve problems...
and move on to more complex topics and tasks that are based on several topics at once. If a person is capable of solving tasks without mistakes in a row, then he can be given less tasks on the next level and several subtopics to study and solve:

\[
\begin{align*}
N_{\text{true}} &= k_i, k_{i+1} = k_i - p \\
\text{if } (N_{\text{true}} > k_i) \& \& (k_i < k_0), k_{i+1} = k_i + p \\
(N_{\text{true}} > k_i) \& \& (k_i \geq k_0), k_{i+1} = k_0
\end{align*}
\]

If there is a combined task – then it is good to have a counter, which will take into account mistakes which the learner is making and where, as well as count which subtopic was answered incorrectly more times than others. After that system should provide additional material for study.

Because the system will have assignments that combine not only the current topics, but likely also additional sub topics the learned might have been struggling with. This can make the presented number of topics somewhat complicated, which necessities modifying the formula to mitigate this:

\[
N_{\text{task level}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{task}}} \frac{d_{\text{task level}}}{d_{\text{current level}}} \\
\sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{task}}} \frac{d_{\text{task level}}}{d_{\text{current level}}}
\]

Tasks can include:

1. The choice of one of the proposed options for answers,
2. Formula or question, where the answer must be written in text form.

In order to analyse this kind of natural language input, there are novel cognitive computing approaches for the design. This means that communication between systems will occur more natural way.

There are several cognitive computing services that could be used for this analysis:

1. IBM Watson [39],
2. Google mind cognitive services like Microsoft Azure [40].

These services allow developing a natural language form.

### 3.2 Adult education process

The speed of constantly emerging new technologies, utilized by consumers and by the companies making these products for the consumers, is only gaining momentum. Because of that employees of large companies need to study constantly additional material, be aware of new products and other things in order to remain competitive and professional in their field.

This field of work as IT is an exponentially developing field of human activity, in which new tools, technology, applications are continuously emerging, thus it can be said that the IT sphere is where "all life learning" rule is applied.

Unlike a student who we assume starts from zero an employee of a technology company is likely to have some level of knowledge of a new topic he or she might be learning, with some knowledge gaps here and there. Our learning system would be able to target those gaps, before moving on the actual topic at hand.

If a person's knowledge is lower in a certain area, then this is a certain gap between the study material and his knowledge, and then knowledge retrieval is necessary, where a person reaches his level and then studies what is necessary. It should be taken into account that people have different knowledge base, so when searching for spaces, each person will have different top down (different depth in the material that needs to be studied). Some people should study the material superficially to sort out a certain topic, and some should go deeper in order to thoroughly understand all the nuances.
Unlike with a student, this form of “adult” education, does not force the learner to approach the assignments of topics in set order. A person will learn from a case based study. The system will offer a practical example to study the material. If the system identifies a gap in the learners knowledge it will offer to present additional study materials in more detail. After the learner gets a detailed explanation, system searches in the database of the total content, provides a link for relevant material. This training is based on the principle of browsing.

4 SYSTEM’S MODEL PROPOSAL. METHOD AND ARCHITECTURE

An effective computer-supported learning tool that helps in learning process requires efficient knowledge representation, where it is possible to analyse data and make sense of it using specific rules.

Ontologies, which have proved themselves from ancient times as an approach for the integration of data and knowledge in science, are one of the modern methods allowing obtaining a quick idea of the content of an information resource. Ontologies are used for formal specification of concepts and their relations, which characterize a specific knowledge domain. For this system’s model proposal, the advantage of using this approach of knowledge representation is a formal structure, which greatly simplifies the processing [41], [42], [29].

Ontologies have been used in educational domains to build, organize and update learning resources like learners profiles, learning objects, learning paths, academic performance, etc [43]. Ontology will be served as knowledge engineering process which will store and analyse data about learning topics, assignments, learning material and personal information of learners which shows there learning background. Every system which has knowledge engineering process has to have domain experts. These people will compose tasks and comment level of passing those tasks. Tasks could be written with different levels of complexity, which consists of one or several topics. Also, experts will provide information for each topic, also what will be an optimal minimum for checking if person learned topic or not. Each topic will have its own optimal minimum of tasks.

After learning some material learner has to pass specific amount of tasks and he has to solve them with specific threshold according to formulas presented in Section 3.1. The counter will be counting false answers and detecting knowledge gaps checking the relationships between topics in the Ontology.

In the proposed system, it is necessary to conduct an analysis of the learner's behavior. If system sees that a person makes mistakes, then after answers correctly, then again makes mistakes, then in this case it is necessary to conduct an analysis, and, perhaps, there is some pattern that the topics are related to other sub-themes, and in which percentage (some in less, some in more).

If person is doing well and he is fast in learning and in testing process, then on the next stage of testing he will get fewer tasks, but not less than defined minimum, for faster learning. But if person if making mistakes, then system is adding more assignments to solve which will consist also from the previous topics which are the basis for this particular one, and more learning material to study.

If learner makes a mistake in the task, he himself can allocate a specific piece of material that he does not understand. Then the system will offer him an explanation, based on which sub-themes served as the basis of this topic. The system will look how to fill these gaps. The system should be semi-automated and use technologies such as Watson Retrieve and Rank [44]. Retrieve and Rank service will search the most relevant information from a collection of documents. Using this service it is possible to collect and load material, train the machine learning rank model, query service and evaluate results. The person gets a topic to learn, does not understand the paragraph, singles it out and runs the service for more in-depth study of the material. For example, it is possible to find quickly some solutions from technical manual. If a person does not understand the piece of content, then he can dig deeper into the topic, where on the fly to find more relevant one, and dig deeper and deeper until he reaches his level of knowledge base with which he can start without problems to study the material.

Architecture of the proposed system model is presented on Fig.1.It shows main blocks of the smart educational process. Our approach follows very much the style that in the background section was labelled as “test by loop”. Periodic testing is the only certain way to ensure that no large knowledge gaps emerge. Relying on just analysis or giving the users only feedback is not enough. We’ve built on the existing models slightly on how wrong answers affect the process. The user is not locked inside a
small loop that concentrates on the topic at hand, rather the system will start pinpointing where the knowledge gap is. Thus the system also, in a manner, does a minor scale retention test for the user.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper propose solution for enhanced personalized learning system, which uses a technology of knowledge gaps reduction. It consists of the fact that at a certain threshold of passing threads, person will have the opportunity to proceed to the next level, but at the same time, the missing answers will be taken into account at the next level. System will analyse where learner is making mistakes and find closely related topics which he or she has to study more. This system is an Ontology-driven system, because Ontology is a good instrument for presenting a knowledge base of learning process and relationships between different topics, as well as for creating a new knowledge. This system builds on the several surveyed systems and aims to utilize and enhance on their existing methods, such as internal analysis and personalized testing.

Particular solution allows personalizing learner’s educational gaps due to the fact that incorrect answers will be taken into account in the next level. Accordingly, the student, who will take the whole course due to the rules, will be fully familiar with the material, which is proposed for the study. Also it will help on-the-fly in improving adult’s knowledge in some particular domain. This technique also allows future maintaining of performance records according to various criteria, for example: to determine what topic is the most incomprehensible, also possible to draw conclusions about what is the relationship between age and the assimilation of the material, as well as any analytical conclusion is based on statistics, which in future will successfully affect the tuning (change) of the learning system.
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